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ABSTRACT 
There are large number of dangerous slopes in Japan because of geographical, geological and climate conditions. Due to the limitation 
of the budget, it is impossible to carry out disaster-prevention measures for all dangerous slopes. Therefore, it is necessary to propose
an efficient screening technique to extract high-risk slopes. This study presents a method for evaluation of discontinuous rock slope. 
Main features of this method are as follows; 1) stability of triangular pyramid and wedge shaped blocks can be evaluated; 2) three
modes of failure, i.e. rockslide, rockfall and toppling are taken into account; 3) stability analysis is based on limit equilibrium theory;
4) friction angle, cohesion and tensile strength of joint are taken into account; 5) pore-water pressure and seismic force can be applied 
to the block; and 6) conditions of stability blocks are evaluated with simplified vector formulas. The proposed method is applied to 
the practical design for a cut slope in Gifu prefecture, Japan. The reduction in the shear strength of discontinuous planes due to
weathering and stress release is taken into account. The rockbolt system as the countermeasure is employed based on the stability
analysis. 

RÉSUMÉ
Il y a grand nombre des pentes dangereuses au Japon en raison  des géographiques, des géologiques et des conditions climatiques. En 
raison de la limitation du budget pour des contre-mesures pour les pentes dangereuses, il est impossible d'effectuer des mesures de
désastre-empêchement pour toutes les pentes dangereuses. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire de proposer une technique efficace de 
criblage d'extraire les pentes à haut risque à partir d'un grand nombre de pentes dangereuses. Dans cette étude, on propose une
méthode pour l'évaluation de la pente discontinue de roche. Les caractéristiques principales de cette méthode sont comme suit ; 1) la
stabilité de la pyramide triangulaire et les blocs triangulaires peuvent être évalués ; 2) trois modes d'échec, i.e. de glissement de roche, 
le chute de roche et le renversement sont pris en considération ; 3) l'analyse de stabilité est basée sur la théorie d'équilibre de limite ; 
4) l'angle de frottement, la cohésion et la résistance à la traction du joint sont pris en considération ; 5) de la pression de la pore-eau et
la force séismique peuvent être appliquées au bloc ; et 6) des états des blocs de stabilité sont évalués avec des formules simplifiées de 
vecteur. La méthode proposée est appliquée à la conception pratique pour une pente de coupe en préfecture de Gifu, Japon. La
réduction de la résistance au cisaillement des plans discontinue dus à la météorisation et le dégagement de la contrainte sont pris en 
considération. Le système de boulon du roche comme contre-mesures est utilisé a basé sur l'analyse de stabilité. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

There are many dangerous rock slopes formed from jointed 
rocks. The stability of those slopes has to be assessed by 
engineers. In order to manage and treat a large number of rock 
joints, a simple evaluation method is required. Based on the 
stability assessments, the risk analysis should be carried out to 
extract high-risk discontinuous rock blocks from a large number 
of dangerous rock joints. 

In this study, a method for evaluation of discontinuous rock 
slopes is proposed. Main features of this method are as follows; 
1) stability of triangular pyramid and wedge shaped blocks can 
be evaluated; 2) three modes of failure (shown in Figure 1), i.e., 
rockslide, rockfall and toppling are taken into account; 3) 
stability analysis is based on limit equilibrium theory; 4) friction 
angle, cohesion and tensile strength of joints are taken into 
account; 5) pore-water pressure and seismic force can be 
applied to the block, and 6) conditions of stability of blocks are 
evaluated with simplified vector formulas. 

In order to obtain three-dimensional configurations of 
jointed rock systems along the slope, a photographic surveying 
technique with a digital camera is newly proposed. Without any 
special knowledge, engineers can get all information about the 
direction and inclination of each rock joint. 

The applicability of the proposed evaluation method to the 
stability assessment of model rock slope as well as real slope is 
investigated. The stability of a model slope with a large number 
of joints is also investigated under heavy rain and seismic 
conditions.  

wedge slide plane slide

slide rockfall toppling

Figure 1. Failure modes of rock block considered in this study. 
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2 FORMULATION OF STABILITY EVALUATION 
CONDITIONS 

In order to evaluate the stability of a triangular pyramid block, it 
is necessary to examine whether the following two conditions 
are fulfilled.  

1) Configuration conditions; Geometric condition for a base 
rock block to form a triangular pyramid. 

2) Collapse conditions; Geometric and mechanical conditions 
for a base rock block to collapse. 

In this study, the configuration of a base rock slope is 
represented by the triangle network (TIN) which consists of an 
aggregate of a triangle element which is defined by three 
position vectors (Figure 2). 

Since many collapses of a triangular pyramid blocks are 
observed on general slopes, a stability evaluation unit block in 
this study is defined by the triangular pyramid block constructed 
by the triangle network (TIN) and surrounding three joint planes 
as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2. Description of base rock slope. 

Figure 3. Definition of stability evaluation unit block. 

3 FORMULATION OF COLLAPSE CONDITIONS OF A 
TRIANGULAR PYRAMID BLOCK 

In this study, the ultimate balance analysis is used to evaluate 
the mechanical stability of a triangular pyramid block. Although 
the ultimate balance analysis methods of a triangular pyramid 
block have been proposed (Goodman 1976, Hoek & Bray 
1974), those methods only treats the stability of the rock block 
under the sliding mode and did not take into account falling and 
toppling modes. The ultimate balance technique is extended to 
take into consideration about rockfall and toppling in this study 
(Sumi & Yashima et al. 2007, Sawada & Sumi 2003). 

3.1 Force acting on a triangular pyramid block 

In the extended technique, external forces such as gravity, water 
pressure and seismic force can be taken into account.  

When the volume of a triangular pyramid block is set to V
and unit volume weight is set to r, the gravity W of the 
following formula acts on the center of gravity GP of a block. 

W V r Z                                       (1) 
When taking water pressure into consideration to stability 

evaluation, it is necessary to define the water pressure 
distribution along the rock joint. It is, however, very difficult to 
define the realistic water pressure distribution along the rock 

joint due to the complicated configuration and arrangement of 
rock joints. In this study, as the extreme case where it may 
produce at the time of a heavy rain etc., the water pressure 
distribution shown in Figure 4 is assumed. This water pressure 
distribution turns into water pressure distribution by the side of 
safety in the inside of a slope in many cases. The water pressure 
Ui which acts on Fi is obtained by the equation (2). 

Ui
w Vw i

 [JU i Z ]
JN i                                (2) 

Based on a design seismic coefficient method, the static 
external force S k h [W ] is applied to the center of gravity GP

of a triangular pyramid block (Figure 5). k h  is the horizontal 
design seismic coefficient. 

Figure 4. Hypothetical water pressure distribution. 

Figure 5. Direction of seismic force vector. 

3.2 Failure criterion of rock joint 

The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is adopted as the failure criterion 
of the rock joint, 

[R i ] A F i c i [N i ] tan i                             (3) 
where [R i ]  i s  the  shear  r es i s t ance act in g a lon g the  
s ide  o f a  t r ian gular  p yramid  F i and  the  act ion  
posi t ion  i s  th e  cen te r  o f  g ravi ty  GF i. i and c i are the 
friction angle and the cohesion of the side F i, respectively. A F i 

is the area of Fi and [N i ]  i s  the  normal  fo rce  act in g Fi.
In reality, the joint has unevenness and filling materials exist 
inside of joint. In order to take into account this situation, the 
friction angle, the cohesion and tensile strength of the joint will 
be modified. 

3.3 Judgment in collapse mode of rock slope 

When the inclination vector of all the ridge line of a triangular 
pyramid block turns to the upper direction, a block becomes 
movable only upwards and is stable condition. 

Z
(2)

IU i j
(2) 0                                               

Z
(2)

IU i k
(2) 0                                         (4) 

Z
(2)

IU j k
(2) 0                                               

On the other hand, when at least one of the inclination vectors 
of the ridge line of a triangular pyramid block turns to a lower 
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part, its block can move downward. If the inclination vector 
coincides with Z

(2), the supporting block does not exist and 
the block will move downward as a falling mode. Other failure 
modes and evaluating flowchart are summarized in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Collapse mode judging flow. 

4 3-D VISUALIZATION OF ROCK JOINTS BY USING 
DIGITAL STEREOGRAPH 

In order to evaluate the stability of a rock slope, arbitrary 
samplings of two discontinuous planes are required from the 
slope pictures. The direction and the inclination of a joint 
should be decided by using 3-D configuration of the joint. 
When considering a rock model shown in Figure 7, it is possible 
to pick up one plane from the pictures of rock slope surface. If 
we take two or more pictures from different directions and 
combine the information, it is possible to calculate the direction 
and the inclination of the discontinuous plane in the rock from 
stereographs. An example of the application of 3-D 
visualization technique to a rock slope has been presented using 
a case history in Gifu Prefecture (Moriguchi et al. (2005)). 

Figure 7. Joint planes determined from stereographs. 

5 PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED EVALUATION 
METHOD 

5.1 Stability evaluation for model rock slope 

The fragility intensity is calculated based on the proposed 
evaluation method for discontinuous artificial model slope 
shown in Figure 8. The width of the model slope is 100m, 100m 
in depth, 50m in height and the angle of slope is 60 degrees. 
The covering rock is hypothesized to be chert. The friction 
angle of the joint and unit weight are assumed to be 30.1 
degrees and 26.9 kN/m3, respectively, based on the laboratory 
tests by Yamaguchi et al. (2004). The seismic force is only 
applied to the horizontal direction. 

The fragility intensity for slope failure was proposed by 
Nakano et al. (2001) as follows, 

F = Nu / Nt                                         (5) 
which Nu is the number of unstable slopes and Nt is number of 
total slopes considered. In this study, however, the volume of 
the unstable triangular pyramid block in a single slope can be 
easily evaluated by the proposed technique. Therefore, the 
fragility intensity for the slope failure is slightly modified in this 
study as follows, 

F = Vu / Vs                                          (6) 
where Vu is the total volume of unstable block and Vt is the 
total volume of all movable blocks in a single model slope. 

Figure 9 summarizes the distribution of unstable blocks and 
volume with respect to the seismic intensity with/without rain. 
The modified fragility intensity with respect to the seismic 
intensity is also shown in Figure 10. From this figure, it is found 
that the location of the unstable block and volume can be easily 
understood.  

5.2 Stability evaluation for actual rock slope 

A large number of discontinuous jointed planes were observed 
on the cutting slope during excavation work in Gifu Prefecture, 
Japan. We decided to propose the countermeasures against a 
future slope failure. The digital camera stereograph technique 
was used in order to provide the 3-D slope TIN mesh and detect 
the location, direction and inclination of all discontinuous 
jointed planes. The width of the slope investigated is about 10m 
and the height is about 10m. The slope surface consists of 
medium hard soft green rock. The average angle of the slope is 
about 70 degrees. The obtained rock slope model by the digital 
stereograph is shown in Figure 11. Based on this information, 
the inclinations and directions of major joints were investigated. 

Although the joint has a certain level of cohesion and tensile 
strength, we neglected those strengths in view of the stress 
release and future weathering due to excavation. The evaluation 
result is shown in Figure 12 in which the expected sliding 
direction and unstable volume are described. Based on this 
evaluation, we proposed the system rockbolt installation as a 
countermeasure against future slope failure as shown in Figure 
13.
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Figure 8. Model rock slope. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of unstable blocks and volume with respect to 
seismic intensity with/without rain. 
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Figure 10. Fragility intensity with respect to the seismic intensity 
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Figure 11. Rock slope model by the digital stereograph. 
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Figure 12. Expected sliding direction and unstable volume. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

In order to manage and treat a large number of dangerous rock 
slopes, simple evaluation method of slope stability is required.  

In this paper, a method for evaluation of discontinuous rock 
slope was proposed. 

In order to obtain three-dimensional configurations of 
jointed rock systems along the slope, a photographic surveying 
technique with a digital camera was proposed. Without any 
special knowledge, engineers can get all information about the 
direction and inclination of each rock joint. Based on this 
information, triangular pyramids and wedges can be modeled to 
evaluate those stabilities. 

The applicability of the proposed evaluation method to the 
stability assessment of model rock slope as well as actual 
cutting slope was investigated. The stability of a model slope 
with large number of joints was investigated under heavy rain 
and seismic conditions. As the information about the unstable 
volume of rock mass and the possibility of rockslide, rockfall or 
toppling can be obtained, engineers are able to calculate the risk 
of the intended slope and narrow down the number of 
candidates for preferential countermeasure project. 
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Figure 13. System rockbolt installation as a countermeasure against 
future slope failure. 
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